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Who are Transport for All?
Transport for All (TfA) is an independent disabled and older people’s organisation
that has been championing accessible transport in London for twenty years. We
have a membership of 1500 people across every borough of London; along with a
7500 strong following on Facebook and Twitter. TfA also has links with around
100 organisations representing our diverse communities across the capital.
Through our advice and advocacy line, we deal with the transport enquiries and
complaints of hundreds of disabled and older people every year. Our pan-London
outreach work takes us to a myriad of groups across London where we hear
many different perspectives from a cross-section of London’s disabled and older
communities. All these experiences inform and direct our work.
Transport for All would like to thank all our members and supportive organisations
who have contributed to this document. Your input and expertise is very much
appreciated.

Our Mission:
We work towards a safe, affordable, reliable and accessible transport network
that meets the needs of disabled and older Londoners.

Our Aims:
Support disabled and older Londoners to access transport services through the
provision of specialised advice and information
Inform through communicating the latest news and developments in transport
Empower disabled and older Londoners to assert their rights and make their
voices heard
Strengthen local community transport schemes through the provision of
targeted business support
Lobby and campaign on local and London-wide accessible transport issues to
achieve change
Influence transport providers and commissioners through effectively
communicating the views, experiences and aspirations of disabled and older
transport users

Join us! Together we are stronger.
It is free to become a member of Transport for All.
Join online at https://www.transportforall.org.uk/support/
or telephone our office on 020 7737 2339. Text: 077938 79643
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This manifesto is about the right of disabled and older
people to be part of the life of this great city.
In London, over two million disabled and older people
want to live, work, play and enjoy our lives in a capital
that is accessible to all. Access to transport services is
vital in making this happen and ensuring we can live
independent lives.
Over the last few years, progress on accessibility has
been made which we welcome. The amount of step-free
Tube stations is increasing, and many have benefited
from redesign and uncluttering. The London Overground
is an important addition to our transport system and the
bus network has seen further investment.
However, despite this there are still many physical
barriers like steps, gaps and obstacles that get in our
way. These, combined with the way transport services are run and staffed, prevent
many disabled and older Londoners from getting from A to B. Even the parts of the
transport system we can use result in longer and often harder journeys for us than
for everyone else. Recent cuts to Tube step-free programme and the Taxicard
scheme have further exacerbated these problems.
TfA wants to set out a charter for change that can transform this situation.
As we wait for the Olympics and Paralympics, the capital’s transport system will be
in the spotlight like never before. Accessible, safe and affordable travel will be
seen for what it is not a ‘minority’ issue, but an integral part of any first-class
transport system. It is not just disabled and older people who benefit from an
accessible transport network; parents, tourists and other non-disabled passengers
can also travel with greater ease and comfort.
London now has an opportunity to be a beacon of inclusion and equality and lead
the world in transport access.
When transport is accessible, it enables us to be visible on our streets and in
communities. It facilitates the full participation of disabled and older people in
society: contributing talent in the workplace and in civic society. Investing in
accessible transport also brings customers and employees to London’s shops and
businesses.
However, the social and economic cost of not investing in accessibility is huge. An
issue missing from the current government narrative of getting more people into
work is that the lack of accessible transport can trap people in unemployment.
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A survey found 23% of disabled people have had to turn down a job because of
inaccessible transport and 48% have restricted their job search.1
Inaccessible transport also cuts disabled people off from community and family life:
50% say they did not see friends and family as often as they would like because
of inaccessible services.2
We passionately believe that disabled and older people should no longer be treated
like second class citizens, excluded from much of London life because of a lack of
transport access. The Mayor, as chair of Transport for London, has the power to
change this.
TfA also strongly believes that the principle of the ‘social model of disability’ needs to
be applied to all of the Mayor’s work on transport. Viewing the inaccessibility of
transport services as the factor that ‘disables’ people rather than an individual’s
impairments is vital if we are to make progress.
We hear many warm words from politicians and transport providers: words like
access, equality, inclusion and diversity. But words are not enough. We call on
London’s Mayoral candidates to prioritise accessibility, so that London is served by a
truly public transport system.

TfA calls upon the next Mayor of London to dedicate the
political will and funding to endorse the following:

Our five key demands:


Implement penalties for bus companies which regularly fail to meet
minimum standards in relation to access for wheelchairs; broken ramps;
pulling into the kerb and giving passengers enough time to sit down



Ensure that at least a third of London’s Tube stations are step-free by
2018, including from platform to train



Restore all the staff axed from the Underground and ensure
assistance is reliably available including on London Overground.



Lift the cap placed on TfL’s contribution to the Taxicard service



Commit to a target of 100% of bus stops to be accessible by 2018
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Buses
We have fought for, and won,
improvements to the physical accessibility
of buses which should be celebrated.
Every bus in London is low floor and fitted
with a wheelchair ramp, bay and an audiovisual system - technological advances
which have changed lives.
However, wheelchair users frequently find
that drivers fail to enforce priority for
wheelchairs in the bay. Poor driving
practices can put passengers at risk of falls.
Last year together with Age UK London and the Greater London Forum for Older
People, we surveyed London’s buses. We found that in two out of five journeys in
London, passengers were not given enough time to sit down. In one in four
journeys, buses did not pull in tight to the kerb, leaving passengers with a gap
to leap between pavement and bus.
TfL have also cut their target for making London’s bus stops accessible, from 75%
by 2018 down to 65% by 2018. When bus stops are inaccessible, it can mean that
buses wheelchair ramps are not able to work and passengers cannot board safely.
Several boroughs, including Hounslow and Kingston, have pledged to work towards
100% bus stop accessibility in their boroughs.
The New Bus for London has been an expensive missed opportunity, with a
wheelchair bay smaller than many other buses on the road today.

Our Solutions:









The awarding of bus contracts to take into account access standards and
passenger complaints, so to encourage bus companies to prioritise safer bus
driving and accessibility
Wheelchair ramps and audio-visual (iBus) systems that work and more
rigorous enforcement of their operation.
Regular refresher courses in Disability Equality Training for all bus drivers,
that includes hidden impairments like Autism - designed and delivered with
disabled and older people
100% of bus stops made fully accessible by 2018
A high profile publicity campaign to remind parents that they are obliged to
fold their buggy and give priority to wheelchairs in the wheelchair space.
All new bus vehicles to include a wheelchair bay spacious enough to
accommodate a wheelchair and two pushchairs, in line with the most
accessible buses already on the roads
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Information
TfL provides excellent online information and maps showing everything from toilets
to the size of the gap at every station. But a large proportion of older and disabled
people are excluded from online consultations and information. Changes to the TfL
Customer Services phone number have made it harder to use, further excluding
people who have no internet access.
Furthermore, TfL often takes months to respond to complaints and replies often take
the form of a glib standard apology. This is especially true with bus complaints. We
would like more evidence that TfL uses people’s complaints to take action against
transport providers, in order to directly improve their services.

Our Solutions:






A robust and independent complaints procedure that genuinely addresses
concerns and contributes to improving services
Restoration of the 0207 number to reach TfL; and a callback service for the
busiest times
Increased publicity of the successful Travel Mentoring programme
3
Leaflets about the London Underground Taxi Policy and all accessibility maps
to be made available at every station
Clear information about changes to bus stops and routes in the event of
service disruption. Replacement bus stops within reasonable distances

Door to Door Services
For many people Taxicard and Dial-a-Ride are a lifeline. These schemes protect
people from becoming housebound and assist in maintaining an independent life.
Yet TfL have frozen its contribution to the Taxicard scheme at the rate of inflation. In
previous years it funded the cost of the increase in users. The resulting funding
shortfall has meant swingeing cuts imposed on the service, with London Councils
reporting a 20% decrease in trips taken across London. People are paying
significantly more to travel less far - and so cannot afford to use the scheme.
The removal of double swiping in several boroughs has literally halved the diameter
in which Taxicard members in these boroughs can travel.
Capital Call is the Cinderella door to door service - not as well known as the others
but equally relied upon where black cab availability is poor. However, this scheme
too has been subject to cuts in recent years, pushed through without any
consultation with users. There is also an unfair ban on travelling to hospital.
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While Dial-a-Ride has seen some real improvements over the last few years,
there are still persistent problems with the service. It can be hard to book a trip,
with long waiting times to get through to the call centre at peak times.
Regular bookings are also hard to come by and the issue of TfL’s computerised
scheduling system not working efficiently must be addressed. The five mile
journey limit means that often those living in outer London often cannot even
travel to their local high street.
There are 49,066
Dial-a-Ride members
and 88,836 Taxicard
Equal access to Dial-a-Ride and Taxicard services users in London
wherever we live in London. No postcode lottery.
Guaranteed next day and return trips on
Dial-a-Ride and Taxicard
Lifting the cap on TfL’s contribution to
Taxicard
Double swiping on Taxicard to be
available in all boroughs
More funding for extra Dial-a-Ride
vehicles and drivers for to increase
capacity; extra call centre staff to improve
the scheduling of trips
Remove the ban on Capital Call taking
people to hospital
Fair and transparent assessment based
on the social model of disability

Our Solutions:









Freedom Pass
Both the Older and Disabled Person’s Freedom Pass are highly valued, and go a
long way in enabling us to participate fully in London life. However, the recent
extension to the age of when an older person can get their pass has left many
people feeling excluded. Many people with hidden impairments like mental health
issues or neuro-diverse conditions like autism find it impossible to get a Freedom
Pass at all. For those who live in outer London, using our Freedom Pass on
certain parts of the rail network in the morning peak is not possible.
Concessionary travel itself has also been under attack, with the Deputy Prime
Minister calling for it to be means tested.
If we need to travel with a companion then the increasing costs of fares is a
significant problem. Many local authorities outside London issue a Companion
Pass, offering free travel to the carer or assistant accompanying a disabled
person.
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Our Solutions:





A commitment to protect the Freedom Pass from means testing
An Older Persons Freedom Pass at 60 - The Mayor to reverse the age
extension
A truly 24 hour Freedom Pass - end the morning peak exclusion of
Freedom Pass holders on parts of the suburban rail network
The Mayor to work with London Councils to introduce a Companion Pass,
ensuring free travel to an essential companion accompanying a Freedom
Pass holder.

Community Transport
Community Transport schemes provide vital services in their local areas including
cost effective, accessible and reliable transport to disabled and older Londoners
and our groups.
The schemes in London provide a diverse number of services within their local
communities, with everything from transport for groups or individuals, large
minibuses to shopmobility schemes.
The local expertise and knowledge of CT providers make them invaluable
partners to complement both the public and accessible transport services in
London and can improve the quality and quantity of transport options available.

Our Solutions - developed with the Community Transport
Association (CTA)


Better engagement and more detailed proposals on how the Mayor and TfL
are going to work with the Community Transport sector and the Community
Transport Association.



The Mayor to encourage local
authorities through, for example
the Local Implementation Plan
Process, to support their local CT
schemes by funding their vital
services and awarding contract
work based on the quality of
provision and not simply the
lowest price
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The London Underground
There have been significant improvements to the accessibility of some train
carriages in recent years. The newest spacious trains with audio-visual display set
the bar high for train carriage accessibility.
However, just 23% of Tube stations are step-free and only 15 stations are step-free
including from platform to train. Lift breakages reduce access to the Underground
even further.
London has gone backwards in its targets for access to the Underground. In
2006, Transport for London announced that by 2012, a third of stations would be
step-free. To the disappointment and frustration of many, this promise was
rescinded. Weekday access to step-free interchange between the District Line and
the Overground at Kensington Olympia was removed. This year, the target for
step-free access has been further cut to 26% by 2018.
But perhaps the biggest blow to transport access in the last year has been the
reduction of 800 staff at London Underground, and a reduction in ticket office
opening hours by 7,458 hours every week. Disabled and older people have a right
to staff assistance: indeed, some of us cannot travel without it. Yet increasingly, TfA
handles complaints from people who have turned up to a Tube station and found
no-one available. On the rail networks too, ticket office closures and lack of staff
threaten our independence. CCTV cameras and automated Help Points have
proved to be no substitute for trained staff.
In early 2012, London Underground announced that they were recruiting 300 extra
staff - welcome news which will go some way towards reversing the decline in
assistance available. Yet more must be done
before all disabled and older passengers can
be confident that staff will be available
whenever their help is needed.

Our Solutions:







At least a third of London’s Tube
stations step-free to the train by 2018,
including from platform to train
Restoration of all station ticket office
and gateline staff at London Underground
Visible staff at every station throughout opening hours, including on London
Overground and the Docklands Light Rail
Swift repair of broken lifts and escalators
Audio-visual information, including information on service changes and
disruption, in all train carriages and on all platforms by 2018
Currently, just over one in 5 Tube stations are step-free (62 out of 275)
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Streets
Most bus, train and Tube journeys begin with walking, or wheeling, to a bus stop or
station. Street clutter, potholed pavements and pavement parking can make this
journey an obstacle course and put disabled and older people at risk of trips and
falls causing injury.
An increasing number of Shared Space areas are also popping up across London.
In poorly designed Shared Space areas, a lack of separation between pavement
and road is putting pedestrians at risk, especially those who are visually impaired.
Toilet provision is a much under-recognised asset. The expectation we can find a
toilet allows us to leave the house with confidence, yet public toilet provision is in
decline.
Finally, disabled and older people need to be able to cross the road safely, at our
own pace. Transport for London have already shortened the crossing time at
several crossings, and the programme of removing pedestrian crossings is putting
people’s safety at risk. London has a growing population of disabled and older
people and measures like this do not create the safe and inclusive neighbourhoods
we need.

Our Solutions:








An end to pedestrian crossings removal and to shortening crossing times
Street scene design developed in consultation with disabled and older people:
no more shared surfaces, but priority for pedestrians clearly indicated,
delineated and enforced
Traffic lights with working tactile cones and enough time for everyone to cross
the road safely
A Shopmobility scheme in every town centre
Accessible and clean public toilets available in all transport hubs and town
centres, 24 hours a day
Action to reduce unnecessary street furniture and illegal obstructions such
as A-boards. An end to council exemptions to the pavement parking ban
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The Olympics and
Paralympics A lasting transport
legacy
TfL is investing heavily into our transport network to ensure everything runs
smoothly for the Olympics and Paralympics. These measures include extra staff
and volunteers at stations to provide assistance and a ‘rapid response’ engineering
team that will be on hand to ensure that any broken lifts are fixed as soon as
possible. Manual ramps providing platform to train access at 20 Tube stations have
also been trialled.
But access and inclusion isn’t just for Games time, it’s for life!
Disabled and older Londoners deserve a legacy of accessible transport continuing
beyond the Olympics. After the last medal has been handed out, we will continue to
need to travel to work; to see friends and family, and to get out and about in this
great city.
We call on the Mayor to ensure that after the Olympics, TfL continue to:




Employ enough staff to ensure assistance to every traveller who needs it
Pledge a ‘rapid response’ to every broken down lift
To make use of the manual ramps at Tube stations after Games time

Parking
The Blue Badge is recognised across Europe – with the exception of just three
areas. Westminster, Kensington and Chelsea and parts of Camden have their own
badges, and therefore parking in these boroughs if you just hold a Blue Badge can
be difficult.
Generally across London, there is a shortage of Blue Badge spaces in some areas,
including in some town centres, which means that disabled people are not always
able to park near enough to the shops and services we need.
Transport for All urges the Mayor to use his influence to ensure that Blue Badge
holders get a fair deal.

Our Solutions:




Proper enforcement of Blue Badge Parking spaces
Increase designated Blue Badge parking spaces in Central London
Fair and transparent assessments based on the social model of disability
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Consultation with disabled and older
transport users ‘Nothing about us without us’.
With many millions of pounds being directed towards improving the transport
services TfL controls and manages; we strongly urge the Mayor to involve
disabled and older service users in the planning, developing and monitoring of our
transport network. The presence of TfL’s Independent Disability Advisory Group
(IDAG) is a positive contribution to this aim. However many people do not know it
exists, what influence it has or how to feed into the group.
On a local borough level, regular and genuine consultation must occur between
disabled and older service users, transport providers and commissioners.
Otherwise services will simply not work for us.
For many years, TfA has championed the idea of borough-wide mobility forums as
key arenas of engagement and consultation between service providers and
service users. A number of boroughs do have successful mobility forums,
however lack of funding in recent years have limited others in their effectiveness
and frequency of meeting. In the last year at least two forums have had to stop
operating due to local funding cuts.
A situation where every local borough had a functioning mobility
forum would provide ample opportunity for disabled and older service users to
communicate their experiences to Transport for London.

Our Solutions:


Funding for local mobility
forums provided through the
Local Implementation Plan
(LIP) process.



Quarterly IDAG stakeholder
meetings where disabled and
older peoples’ groups
can be invited to share their
experiences and feed them
back to IDAG.

1,2

Statistics used on Page 4 are from Mind The Gap, Leonard Cheshire Disability, 2003
The Taxi policy compels TfL to provide a disabled person with a minicab to the nearest
accessible Tube station, in case of a broken lift or other service disruption to an accessible
route, where there is no single bus alternative
3

